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ABSTRACT

An unusual nodule from the Matsoku kimberlite pipe,
Lesotho, consists of 5090 ilmenite, 4090 garnet, 590 rutile,
390 aegirine-augite, lqo apatito, and l9o biotite. Thepoly-
gonal granular to sideronitic toxture of the nodule suggests
that ilmenite was the last phase to crystallize, and that it
may have been an interstitial liquid. Geothermobarome-
try calculations yield equilibration temperatures of
700-8@'C and pressures within the crust. The mineralogy,
texture, and composition suggest that it may represent the
product of an Fe-Ti oxide-rich immisgilili1y (ORLI) in a
kimberlitic magma during its ascent toward the surface. If
ORLI occurs as a process in kimberlites, then the kimber-
lite compositional paradox of high ng-numbers and high
concentrations of Z"IZ elements can be partly resolved.

Keywords: Matsoku, kimberlite, liquid immiscibility,
ilmenite, garnet, clinopyroxene, rutile, geothermome-
try, geobarometry, nodule, xenolith, Lesotho.

SoMMarns

Un nodule dtrange d6couvert dans la pipe kimberlitique
de Matsoku, au Lesotho, contient ilm€nite (50V0), grenat
(zl09o), rutile (590), augite aegyrinique (3qo), apatite (lqo)
et biotite (l9o). Sa texture polygonale granulaire d sid€ro-
nitique fait penser que I'ilmdnite a cristallisd en dernier, et
possiblement d'un liquide interstitiel de composition sem-
blable. Les calculs gdothermobarom€triques donnent une
tempdrature d'€quilibrage de 700-8@'C et une pression
crustale. La min€ralogie, la texture et la composition chi-
mique concordent avec l'hypothbse qu'il s'agit d'une mani-
festation d'immiscibilitd d'un Iiquide d base d'oxydes de
Fe et Ti dans un magma kimberlitique pendant sa mont6e
vers la surface, Si un tel processus s'avbre important dans
les kimberlites, il pourrait expliquer, en partie du moins,
le paradoxe d'un rapport Mg,/Mg + Fe) 6lev6 et d'un enri-
chissement dans les ions lithophiles dans les kimberlites.

(Traduite par la Rddaction)

Mots-clls: Matsoku, kimberlite, immiscibilit6 liquide, ihn6-
nite, grenat, clinopyroxdne, rutile, gdothermomdtrie,
g6obaromdtrie, nodule, x6nolithe, Lesotho.

IN.TRODUC"IION

Nodules in kimberlites

Kimberlites are renowned for their abundant nod-
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ules, most of which have mineral assemblages, com-
positions, and textures characteristic of either the
upper mantle or the continental crust. These inclu-
sions, acquired by kimberlite magmas during explo-
sive ascent, ure lrue xenoliths geneticaUy uffelated
to their kimberlite host. Most nodules in kimberlite
are probably of accidental origin; however, some
eclogites and members of the discrete nodule suite
(individual crystals or essentially monomineralic
aggregates of chrome diopside' pyrope-rich garnet'
or ilmenite) may be genetically related to the kim-
berlite magma as products of fractional crystalliza-
tion (Moore 1987). Dawson (1980, p. 213) stated that
"fractionation of garnet and pyro, xene (together with
olivine, itnenite and ?phlogopite) is believed to be
instrumental in the formation of kimberlite", but
proof of a cognate origin for any nodule in kimber-
lite is always problematic.

Ilmenite in kimberlite

Ilmenite is a common constituent of kimberlite'
but what is the connection between them? Pasteris
et at, (1979, p. 265) stated that the "relationship
between kimberlite and the abundant ilmenite nod-
ules . . . needs clarification in order to better under-
stand the origin of kimberlite magma." Ilmenite in
kimberlite has a very wide range of chemical com-
position (especially in terms of Mg/Fe and Cr), and
it occurs in many modes: as large discrete grains or
polycrystalline aggregates, as apparent groundmass
grains mantled by other oxide phases or perovskite
(or both), as lamellar intergrowths with silicates, as
inclusions in diamonds, as veins in xenoliths, and as
lamellae in magnetite and rutile. Such wide varia-
tion, even within a single kimberlite pipe, demands
several types of origin, including fractional crystal-
lization to produce cumulates that are disrupted dur-
ing ascent of the kimberlite (Mitchell 1973), mantle
metasomatism for some of the veins (Dawson &
Smith 1977), exsolution or oxidation (or both) for
the intergrowths with other oxides (Haggerty 1975),
thermal breakdown of armalcolite (Haggerty 1975),,
and even liquid immiscibility for some ilmenite-
phlogopite and ilmenite-sulfide intergrowths
(Pasteris 1980, Haggerty & Tomkins 1983). In short,
the association of ilmenite in kimberlite is too com-
mon to be accidental, and many genetic relationships
have been proposed.
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Abundant peridotite xenoliths characterize this dia-
treme (Cox et ol. 1973); however, among the nod-
ules, one sample (Nodule 2612),measuring roughly
5 cm on each side and weighing 208 g, consists of
grey-brown-weathering material, red garnet, and
vitreous black ilmenite. This nodule was found loose
within the outcrop area of the diatreme. Evidence
of its association with the kimberlite is the occur-
rence of small veinlets of chlorite, serpentine, and
carbonate that traverse all mineral phases of the
nodule.

DescRrprroN op Nopur-s 2612
The Matsoku kimberlite pipe is a small, elliptical

(90 x 35 m) diatreme located in the northern part Mineralogy and texture
of Lesotho (29"05'S, 2Ao4'E). The pipe intrudes
the Stormberg sediments belonging to the Karoo Sys- The average modal composition of Nodule 2612
tem (Dempster & Richard 1973) and the overlying is 50Vo ilmenite, 4oa/o garnet, 5Vo rutile, 3Vo
Drakensberg tholeiitic volcanic suite of Jurassic age. aegirine-augite, Flo apatite, and l9o biotite, but the

rew*ta

In this paper we show that an unusual ilnenite-
rich nodule frorn Matsoku, in Lesotho, is differenr
from most other known nodules, that its mineral-
ogy and texture suggest an immiscible relationship
to a silicate magma, and that the consequences of
such an immiscible relationship may be important
in kimberlite petrogenesis. Our purpose is to gener-
ate a discussion upon which others may be able to
test the case for liquid immiscibility in other kim-
berlites.

The Mqtsoku kimberlite pipe

Ftc. l. Macrophotographs of Nodule 2612 showing the variation in modal mineralogy and texture in the sample. (a)
Garnet-rich part of the nodule, in which ilmenite is interstitial. (b) Ilmenite-rich part of the nodule in which the
roughly spherical garnet crystals with cores of darker clinopyroxene 'float' in a matrix of ilmenite. Scale bars are I cm,

Ftc. 2. Reflected-light photomicrographs. (a) Ilnenite-rich part ofthe nodule showing the textural relationships between
the oxide minerals. Ilmenite appears as shades of grey; rutile gxains are white. (b) An inclusion of kelyphitic garnet
(dark rim) and clinopyroxene (ight center) with a symplectitic outer zone. Scale bars are 0.2 mm.
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Frc. 3. The singls f6ldspar inclusion in garnet. (a) Back-scattered electron image showing the feldsparinclusion (arrow)

and three girnet exains in 120" contact with'rutile. O) Enlarged back-scattered electron image of the feldspar inclu-

sion shoning poiassic feldspar [eft) and sodic feldspar (rithQ. Scale bars correspond to lm (a) and l0 pm O)'
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modal proportions of ilmenite and garnet within the
nodule are highly variable (Fig. l). In addition, traces
of a talc-like mineral are associated with the biotite,
and one small inclusion of feldspar occurs in garnet.

The texture of Nodule 2612 is medium grained,
xenomorphic granular to sideronitic (Moorhouse
1959), in which the silicate phases are partly to
entirely enclosed in a matrix of coarse granular
ilmenite and minor rutile (Fig. 1). Most silicate
phases have a thin reaction rim and pervasive cracks
fi[ed with very fine-$ained secondary minerals.

Features of the individual minerals are as follows:
Ilmenite: The ilnenite grains are large (1-10 mm),

polygonal, with prominent 120" triple junctions and
reaction (alteration?) rims between them and the sili-
cate minerals. Ilmenite encloses round grains of gar-
net, apatite, rare clinopyroxene, and angular grains
of rutile (Fie. 2a).

Rutile: Discrete grains of rutile up to 2 mm in
length are subhedral in shape, are reddish brown in
plane polarized light, and contain regularly arranged
inclusions of ilmenite parallel to (110). Minor
amounts of rutjle also occur as fine needles in gar-
net and clinopyroxene.

Gometi Garnet grains average 4 mm in diarneter,
are subhedral in shape, and are pink in plane-
polarized light. They commonly occur as clusters,
but also occur as individual grains included in the
ilnenite. Round apatite, ilmenite, clinopyroxene, and
acicular rutile in a regular pattern are found as inclu-
sions in the garnet.

Clinopyroxene: The clinopyroxene grains are up
to 5 mm in diameter, anhedral to round in shape,
and light green and nonpleochroic in plane-polarized
light. Most erains occur as inclusions in garnet, and
each grain is surrounded by a narrow symplectitic

reaction rim (FiC. 2b). Many clinopyroxene grains
contain small acicular or bladed inclusions of
ilmenite and rutile.

Apatitez All the apatite grains are small (<0.1
mm), almost'invariably anhedral, round grains
occurring mainly as inclusions in ilmenite and gar-
net. Some discrete grains of apatite occur along the
boundaries between ilmenite and garnet.

Biotite: Biotite grains are normally small (< I mm)
and show normal pleochroism. They occupy small
cavities in contact with ilmenite, are associated with
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Flc. 4. Ilmenite, garnet and clinopyroxene mineral compositions of Nodule 2612 compared y/ith those from other asso-

ciations in kimberlite diatremes. All phases of Nodule Xl2 are enriched in iron over those from most other parageueses
found in kimberlites. Sources of data are: (a) lamellar intergrowths: Boyd & Nixon (1975), Gurney el at, (tSll\,
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small veinlets of alteration products, and probably
are secondary in origin.

Feldspar: Feldspar occurs in only one spherical,
and apparently primary, inclusion Q5 pm diameter)
in garnet, consisting of two hemispheres, one side
potassic and the other sodic (Fig. 3, Table 1).

The primary mineral assemblage of Nodule 2612
appears to be ilmenite + rutile + garnet -r
clinopyroxene + apatite t feldspar.

Mineral chemistry

All phases, except for the feldspars, are homogene-
ous, and Table I shows their average compositions.
Of note are the high FelMg and calculated
Fe3* /F** values in the clinopyroxene, garnet, and
ilmenite, the low Ti in the clinopyroxene and garnet
for a system saturated in titanium, the high Ti in the
biotite, the hieh Ba content of the potassic feldspar,
and the high K content of the sodic feldspar. The
clinopyroxene is aegirine-augite (Morimoto 1989),
and garnet has the composition GrseAndsPrp,
AlmrrSpss. Chemical variation diagrams for the
three principal mineral phases (Fig. 4) show that
Nodule X12 is distinct in its chemistry from the same
phases in most other ilmenite-bearing assemblages
found in kimberlites. Possible interpretations of the
origin of Nodule 2612 are presented in the next
section.

DtscussroN

Mineral assemblage and mineral compositions
of Nodule 2612

The mineral assemblage, mineral compositions,
and texture of Nodule 2612 are the only clues to its
origin. In this section, the mineral compositions of
Nodule 2612 are compared with various types of
ilmenite-bearing assemblages from kimberlites.

Ilmenite in kimberlites occurs as discrete
megacrysts with compositions that range from 30 to
70 mol.qo giekielite (MgTiO:) (Haggerty 1976).
Some of these ilmenite megacrysts contain silicate
inclusions (Fig. 4a). Iknenite also is an essential con-
stituent of lamellar intergrowths of clinopyroxene
with ilmenite (Frg.  b) from the Monastery mine in
South Africa, and elsewhere. In addition, ilmenite
is a common constituent of metasomatically altered

peridotite xenoliths (Figs. 4c,d). However, none of
these assemblages has the mineral compositions of
Nodule 2612.

The silicate mineral assemblage in Nodule 2612 is
essentially garnet - clinopyroxene, similar to gri-
quaites, eclogites, and garnet-bearing mafic granu-
lites. Figure 4e shows the compositions of some
ilmenite-free griquaites and eclogites, and Figure 4f
shows the compositions of some ilmenite-bearing
eclogites. One of these, from the Mir kimberlite pipe
in Siberia (Gararmet ql, 1982), approaches the com-
position of Nodule 2612. Figre 49 shows several
ilmenite- and garnet-bearing mafic granulites (many
have no reported compositional data for the
ilmenite). Their clinopyroxene and garnet composi-
tions are similar to those of Nodule 2612. Frnally,
there is a wide range of composition of silicate inclu-
sions in diamonds that belong generally to either a
peridotitic suite (not shown) or an eclogitic suite (Fig.
4h). It is noteworthy that whereas most ilrnenite-
bearing eclogites are different from Nodule 26l2,the
eclogitic suite in diamonds is the only assemblage to
contain ilnenite that is as rich in iron as Nodule 2612.
In fact, the Mg-free, primary ilmenite inclusions in
diamonds demonstrate that iron-rich ilmenite can
form under mantle conditions; therefore, Nodule
26l2is not precluded from being mantle-derived, or
kimberlite-associated, solely on the basis of its com-
position. In summary, Nodule 2612 has composi-
tional affinities closer to ilmenite-bearing eclogites,
ilmenite-bearing mafic granulites, and some inclu-
sions in diamond, than any of the other ilmenite-
bearing assemblages known in kimberlites.

The mineral compositions may also be used for
P-Zestimates; however, the limited mineral assem-
blage of Nodule 2612 makes application of some of
the more common geothermometers and geobarom-
eters impossible (Table 2). Those involving
clinopyroxene may not be particularly well con-
strained owing to its high Na and Fe3* contents.

Temperoture: Simple two-phase geothermometers
give temperatures in the 700-800"C range (Table 2).
This is also the temperature suggested by a theoreti-
cal thermodynamic treatment of the entiremineral
assemblage (Perkins et al. 1986).

Pressure: In the absence of coexisting orthopyrox-
ene, the constraints on pressure conditions are poor.
Much uncertainty in the pressure estimate involves
the small inclusion of coexisting feldspars. If

Mitchell et al. (1913), Nixon (1973), Nixon & Boyd (1973a,d); (b) discrete ilmenite with silicate inclusions: Boyd
& Nixon (1973), Nixon (1973), and Nixon & Boyd (1973c,d); (c) ilmenite-bearing peridotites and metasomatized
peridotites: Boyd & Nixon (1973), Dawson (1987), Harte & Gurney (1975), Harte et al. (1987), Jones el al. (1982)'

and Nixon & Boyd (1973b); (d) MARID suite: Dawson & Smith (1977); (e) eclogites and Cnquaites: Lappin & Dawson
(1975), and Nixon & Boyd (1973c,d). (f1 ilmeirite-bearing eclogites: Garanin et al. (1982), Meyer & Brookins.(1971)'
and Meyer & Boctor (19?5); (g) mafic granulites: Griffin el a/. (199); Nixon & Boyd (193d); (h) eclogitic and ilngnite
inclusions in diamond: Gurney et al. (1979), Meyer & McCallum (1986), Meyer & Svisero (1975), Moore (1987)'
Mvuemba Ntanda et al. (1982), Pokhilenko et at. (1976), Ponomarenko (1977), Tsai & Meyer (1979).
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TAELE2,EOUILIBRATION CONDITIONS FOR NODULE 2612
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in Nodule 2612. Nodule 2612 also is different in
modal mineralogy and texture from a suite of
ilmenite-bearing nodules from Matsoku (Harte &
Matthews 1989). In fact, the texture of Nodule 2612
more closely resembles a group of iarnet - ilmenite
- clinopyroxene nodules from the Koidu kimberlite
complex (see Fig. 5 in Tomkins & Haggerty 1984).
Like Nodule 2612, the Koidu nodules are character-
ized by substantial variation in the proportions of
ilmenite and garnet, with minor inclusions of
clinopyroxene. Tomkins & Haggerty considered this
suite to represent the products of crystallization from
a high-pressure (ca, 47 kbar) kimberlite precursor
magma, at a stage of evolution intermediate between
formation of early pyroxene megacrysts and larer
eclogites.

The sideronitic texture of Nodule 2612 (st\cate
crystals suspended in oxides), and round inclusions
of ilmenite in garnet, suggest either a cumulus
silicate-intercumulus oxide, or a liquid immiscibil-
ity relationship. The spherical clinopyroxene grains
enclosed in spherical garnet clearly represent a dis-
equilibrium texture, but the triplejunctions between
the ilmenite grains suggests the possibility of textural
equilibration of the oxide minerals under static high-
pressure conditions. The association ofhigh concen-
trations of oxide with included and interstitial apa-
tite, characteristic of many immiscible oxide-rich
liquids, strengthens the suggestion that the oxide-rich
material may have formerly represented a liquid.
Finally, the symplectitic (decompression?) texture of
the clinopyroxene may be attributable to rapid ascent
from high-pressure conditions. Taken together, some
of the textural features suggest that Nodule 2612
could represent a high-pressure immiscible oxide-rich
liquid.

Possible origins for Nodule 2612

Mineral compositions in Nodule 2612 closely
resemble those in accidental garnet-bearing mafic
granulites, but both its texture Qrkethose of the cog-
nate Koidu nodules) and its associqtion with apatite
(suggesting an immiscible liquid) point to a cognate
igneous, and perhaps immiscible, rela.tlonship to the
host kimberlite or a precursor magma Clable 3). The
mineral compositions, which are shifted to higher
Fe/Mg values than the Koidu nodules, suggest thdt
Nodule 2612 could be the product (fractional crys-
tallization? funmiscibilify?) of a magma more evolved
than the Koidu magu4. In very general terms, the
high modal proportfon of ilrnenite in Nodule 2612
suggests a geneti4 relationship with kimberlite. If
true, then the WehFe/Msvalue of the minerals indi-
cates either a highly evolved magma, or possibly a
metastabl€ immiscible relationship, or even an
equilib.rfum immiscible relationship from an evolved
magma.

ll01 Riheim & cren (1974)

tl01 M6i & cren (1978)

ll0l EUis & Ce! 0979)

tlol Pattistr & Newton (1989)

- Feny & Speu (198)
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kfs-pl

6 Pelkinsetal. (1986)

primary, it constrains the nodule to low pressures;
however, it might represent unmixing of an originally
homogeneous ternary K-Na-Ca feldspar stable at
higher temperature (and pressure?). Primary sani-
dine does occur in eclogites of various origins in kim-
berlite (Smyth & Hatton 1977, Schulze & Heknstaedt
1988). If secondary, the feldspars indicate a history
for the nodule in the P-Zstability field of two feld-
spars. Marakushev e/ al. (1982) reported a high-
pressure, diamond-bearing eclogite from the Udach-
naya kimberlite that contains secondary plagioclase.
The P-Zconditions derived from an assumption that
the entire mineral assemblage was in equilibrium
@erkins et al. 1986) are definitely crustal.

The geothermometry-geobarometry results of
Table 2 suggest that Nodule 2612 last equilibrated
at conditions of relatively low temperature (for
magmas), and at pressures appropriate to the lower
crust. The exsolution textures [ilmenite in rutile,
rutile in clinopyroxene and garnet, unmixing of ter-
nary feldspars(?)l indicate that the calculated tem-
peratures and pressures may represent subsolidus re-
equilibration.

Terture of Nodule 2612

In terms of mineral compositions (above), Nod-
de26l2appars to have close affinities with itnenite-
and garnet-bearing mafic granulites, but their modal
mineralogy (>950/o clinopyroxene - garnet -
orthopyroxene - plagioclase) and polgonal grano-
blastic textures for all minerals (Griffin et al. 1979)
differ considerably from the textures of the silicates
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Types of immiscibility in silicate systems

Levin (1970) and Roedder (1979) have reviewed
the general principles of liquid immiscibility. The
most widely studied synthetic system that has a pos-
sible bearing on. kimberlites is KrO-FeO-
Al2O3-SiO2 (Roedder 1951), to which have been
added TiO2 and P2O, (Watson 1976, Freestone
1978, Visser & Koster van Groos 1979). The Tia*
and P5+cations have high field strengths and are
not readily held in a polymerized silicate melt, and
thus their high concentrations promote liquid immis-
cibility. Indeed, experimental systems doped with
these elements all show enlarged stable fields of liquid
immiscibility, although there is some question as to
their persistence in MgO-rich systems (Cygan &
Koster van Groos 1978). In addition, Irvine (1976)
reported extensive metastable liquid immiscibility
relationships in the system Fo-Fa-An-Or-Qz. From
this experimental work, it h clear that both the occur-
rence of liquid immiscibility in any system and the
differences in composilion between the conjugate
liquids are complex functions of temperature, pres-
sure, bulk composition,/(O) (Naslund 1976) and,
in the case of metastable immiscibility, cooling rate.

In naturally occurring silicate magmatic systems,
there is convincing textural and chemical evidence
for silicate-silicate liquid immiscibility (e.g,, the
lunar glasses; Roedder & Weiblen 1970), silicate-
sulfide liquid immiscibility (e.9., Stillwater Complex;
Page 1979), silicate-carbonate liquid immiscibility
(e.9., some lamprophyres; Strong & Harris 1974),
and silicate - Fe-Ti oxide-rich liquid immiscibility
(e.9., in some anorthosites; Philpotts 1967 , Powell
et ol. 1982, Kolker 1982; in some intermediate vol-
canic rocks; Park 1961, Haggerty 1970, Henriquez
& Martin 1978; and in some alkaline and carbona-
titic complexes, e.8., Palabora; Heinrich 1960. In
kimberlites, Clarke & Mitchell (1975) have shown
clear silicate-sulfide and silicate-carbonate immis-
cibility textural relationships, Haggerty & Tompkins
(1983) have suggested that oxide-rich immiscibility
may explain rare ilmenite-sulfide nodules in kimber-
lite, and Pasteris (1980) identified possible immisci-
bility textures involving ilmenite in the De Beers kim-
berlite.

As in other known immiscible relationships, pure
end-member compositions do not form. Instead,
there should be soine silicate material dissolved in
an iron-titanium oxide-rich immiscible liquid, but
subsequent gravity separation of the crystallizing
phases may be very effective. If a process of Fe-Ti
oxide-rich liquid immiscibility (ORLI) can occur in
silicate magmas as diverse as basalts, diorites, ande-
sites, lamprophyres and carbonatites, then it could
presumably also occur in kimberlites. The combina-
tion of reasonably high levels of TiO2, high P2O5,
high/(O) (especially during and after fluidization,
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possibly in the crust, and evidenced by the high level
of Fe3* in the minerals, and the coexisting
ilmenite-rutile pafu), and rapid cooling, with the
enhanced possibility of intersecting a metastable
immiscibility gap, all suggest that kimberlites are
reasonable candidates for liquation. It is our view
that Nodule 2612 represents evidence that such a
process operated in a rapidly ascending kimberlitic
magma, that the rretastable immiscible liquid crys-
taltized, and that the nodule was later brought to the
surface by the Matsoku kimberlite.

Consequences of ORLI for kimberlite compositions

Observed compositions of igneous rocks are the
complex products of source-rock composition and
many processes experienced en route to the surface.
If, at some stage in the evolution of a typical kim-
berlite, an immiscible Fe-Ti oxide-rich liquid forms
and separates, several interesting compositional con-
sequences for the interpretation of kimberlites result:

(i) If ORLI occurs before crystallization of the
kimberlite prequsor magma, then the chemical
effects on the conjugate silicate melt, beyond a pro-
found decrease in the Fe,/Mg ralio, are indeterminate
because partitioning of the elements between an Fe-
Ti oxide-rich liquid and a silicate liquid are unknown
for such a system (see Watson 1976).

(ii) If, however, ORLI occurs during crystalliza-
tion of the kimberlite precursor magma, and if the
crystalizing phases are garnet + clinopyroxene [i.e.,
eclogite (or griquaite) fractionation, as advocated by
O'Hara & Yo der 19671 + ilmenite, then the two con-
jugate compositions may be:
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Fe-Ti rich melt + grt + cpx + ilm < = >
very high FelMg in all phases
Nodule 2612

silicate melt + grt + cpx + ilm
very low FelMg in all phases
kimberlite + discrete nodules

This combinqtion of eclogite fractionatiot sensu
lato and ORLI operating on a precursor magma
would better account for compositional paradox of
both high rng-numbers and high concentrations of
large-ion lirhophile elemenrs (LILE) (Mitchell 19g6)
in kimberlitic magmas than eclogite fractionation
alone. In fact, if this process occurs, there should
be a positive correlation between rzg-number and
LILE concenlrations in the silicate fraction, espe-
cially if ORLI is part of the differentiation mechan-
ism. Subsequent gravity separation of the dense
ORLI and its contained silicate phases should read-
ily occur, accounting for both the rare evidence of
its existence, and for the high FelMg of its minerals
that no longer have to establish equilibrium also with
the Mg-rich silicate liquid.

(iii) Among ieneous rocks generally, discrete nod-
ules are rare. In kimberlites, however, the common
occurrence of discrete nodules of magnesian ilmenite,
chrome pyrope garnet, and chrome diopside suggests
that tleir formation is associated with the origin and
evolution of kimberlites. The reason for their ,dis-
creteness' in most cases may be their very different
specific gravities (ilm 4.7; grt 3.8; cpx 3.3), which
can promote separation of these phases soon afler
their formation. The rule, then, may be that they
occur as separate discrete nodules; the rare excep-
tion is that they occur together, as in the case of the
Koidu nodules and Nodule 2612. Judging from the
FelMg values in the minerals, the Koidu nodules
formed earlier in the magmatic evolution than Nod-
ule 2612, Therefore, although its mineral composi-
tions are drfferent, the same three phases are present
in Nodule 2612, at observation suggesting that all
three members of the discrete nodule suite could
form together by eclogite fractionation and ORLI.

Further testing of the ORLI hypothesis

Several problems are associated with a rigorous
testing of the ORLI hypothesis. First, the specific
gravity of one of the conjugate phases, the Fe-Ti
oxide-rich liquid or its solid product, is considera-
bly higher than that of eclogite nodules and, there-
fore, even less likely to be entrained in an ascending
magma. Secondly, if further evidence is sought
through the compositions of kimberlites, as the other
product of liquation, then contamination and secon-
dary alteration create problems in obtaining samples
representative of the original kimberlite melt.
Nevertheless, kimberlites that. have undergone ORLI

might also have correlated depletions of Ti, Y, and
P, perhaps showing as negative spikes on spider dia-
grams. The case for ORLI will depend on the extent
to which similar variations in other elements rue cor-
related with Ti, V, and P. Preservation of the chem-
ical fingerprints of this process is always subject to
the influence of subsequent processes such as con-
tamination and metasomatic alteration. Fourthly, if
the cornbination of high Mg-Cr-Ni concentrations
in kimberlite is a derivative characteristic, the associ-
ation of these elements with Mg-rich mantle nodules
becomes somewhat less credible (i.e., the high Mg
of the nodules is a primary characteristic, but the
high Mg of the kimberlites is secondary). Finally, the
kimberlites that contain oxide-rich nodules may not
be those that produced them (multiple intrusions)
and, therefore, may not have the expected chemical
characteristics.

CoNcLUSIoNS

l. The modal, textural, and compositional data
on Nodule 26l2have been considered in the light of
two competing hypotheses, accidental mafic granu-
lite or cognate immiscibility. We recognize that tne
compositional evidence supports a lower crustal
xenolithic origin but, on balance, we believe that the
mineral assemblage, mineral proportions, mineral
compositions, and texture point to Fe-Ti oxide-rich
liquid immiscibility as the origin.

2. If a genetic relationship exists between the
ilmenite-rich nodule and kimberlite, then a process
of Fe-Ti oxide-rich liquid immiscibility may occur
in the evolution of kimberlitic magmas. ORLI would
help to explain the kimberlite compositional para-
dox of high zg-numbers and high concentrations of
incompatible trace elements. We do not propose,
however, that ORLI is the only mechanism of
differentiation, or even the main mechanism of
differentiation, in kimberlites. As in other magmatic
systems, the final compositions result from the inter-
play of many processes, and we seek only to discover
the existence and, if possible, to establish relative
importance, of each one.

3. Kimberlites are emplaced as volumetrically small
bodies, possibly suggesting low degrees of partial
melting, or high degrees of differentiation, or both.
Perhaps their immediate magmatic precur$ors are
larger volumes of more normal, more iron-rich
magma (fractionated basalt?) that have experienced
a combination of eclogite fractionation and ORLI.
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